300
Q U I C K

S TA R T
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I N S T R U C T I O N S
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Remove frame from case and place on
floor. Stand in front of unit with the yellow
dots on bottom and facing you. Lift light
posts and attach lights.
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Grasp upper ends of frame and pull up
and outward. Continue pulling up and
outward until the frame is fully expanded.
Spacer bars should be close enough to
each other to allow for a connection.
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With the frame fully expanded, begin to
lock the red spacer bars. Start with the
spacer bars in the center area of the
frame, then work toward the outer
spacer bars.
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Line up the bottom of the channel bar
over the lower hub and slide down to
secure.

If applicable, attach stabilizer feet (not
shown) to frame (refer to page 8 of
Owner's Manual). Begin at the bottom
center module and attach channel bars
by sliding up onto the top hub.
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Ensure that spacer bars are fully
engaged and locked.
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Grasp front panel (the larger ones) 1/3
of the way from the top. Lift panel and
guide notches of plastic plate over pegs.
Begin with the center panel and work
outward.
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Release the panel, allowing it to attach
magnetically to the channel bars.
Straighten each panel by aligning it to
the center of the channel bar slots.
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Lift end panel and guide front notch of
plastic plate over front peg. Hook the
other side on the panel peg at the back
of the frame.

Slowly run your hands down the sides of
the panel, attaching magnetic strips to
the channel bars and straightening as
you go.
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4200 Case Conversion: Latch the two
cases together. Assemble top as shown
and place on cases. Attach panels in
numbered order shown. Velcro blotter to
table top.
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4300 Case Conversion: Assemble top
and secure to case using a coin to tighten
the two fasteners. Slip an end tray under
both sets of wheels. Store panel liners
and bags under table top overhang. Attach
panels in numbered order as shown.

